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Abstract 
We study, with the help of chaitin's algorithmic theory of information, the survival of an 
autonomous automatic system in a drastically simplified world. Despite our abstract animal has 
only to recognize its food, it cannot avoid errors without the help of an unreasonably arge 
memory. So the continuous integration of new informations, implying the elimination of obsolete 
ones, is the only way to compute a correct behavior on a realizable machine. ~) 1999 Elsevier 
Science B.V. All rights reserved. 
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O. Introduction 
Since computers have been introduced, many works have proposed programs to sim- 
ulate life [4]: Von Neumann's automata [14] model self-reproduction; the concept of 
natural selection appears in Holland's genetic algorithms [5], applied by Koza to auto- 
matic programming [7]; realistic animations of fishes are given by Terzopoulos [12]. 
Using sets of rules to encode a specialized knowledge, expert systems are able to 
recognize hand-written umbers, to identify several illness symptoms or to play chess 
at master level. But despite these results, the simulation of human mind appears as 
extremely difficult. In fact, this 'knowledge-based artificial intelligence' [10] is unable 
to adapt itself, and specific expert systems must be designed for each problem. So, 
starting from the principle that many interacting simple components can produce an 
emergent complexity, the 'behavior-based artificial intelligence' [9] has been developed. 
It has produced autonomous robots often designed upon artificial neural networks [11] 
and simulating insects [1] for instance. In contrast o expert systems, they are able to 
avoid unexpected obstacles in a real world. However, despite the impressive progress 
of our technology, only primitive behaviors are simulated and the performances of our 
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machines, when compared to the ones of living beings, leave us somehow disappointed. 
Consequently, there is a need for more fundamental research. 
If our programs can simulate primitive species, evolved animals appear as much more 
efficient especially to classify stimuli. For instance, even birds learn to recognize a new 
artificial kind of food in a few days. In the present paper, we examine the simulation 
by a Turing machine of this detection function; our main goal will not be to propose 
effective algorithms but to study, with the help of Chaitin's theory of information [2], 
their existence and complexity. So, we imagine a simple world in which an animal, 
living beside a conveyor carrying materials out from a storage, has nothing to do but 
to decide to eat or not. Moreover, to avoid technical problems uch as segmentation 
or noised signals, we assume these materials to be clearly separated from one another 
and our animal's sensors to be perfect, i.e. that the same (discrete) signal will not 
be acquired on both eatable objects and indigestible ones. What we expect from our 
animal is to eat when and only when something ood is brought by the conveyor. To 
compute this optimal behavior we only have, under our assumptions, to implement the 
boolean function recognizing the finite set of signals corresponding to food. 
The interesting point is that, despite our drastic simplifications, the problem remains 
extremely hard in the general case and seems intractable for any possible digital ma- 
chine. However, we will prove that in many cases this complex problem can be faced 
when one accepts and organizes oblivion. 
In a first part, we show that most subsets of signals cannot be recognized by an 
actual machine. A mathematical model of our simple world is defined in the second 
part leading to a hierarchy of recognition problems given in the third one. The last 
section presents an oblivion method to solve complex problems. 
1. Complexity of finite languages 
1.1. Chaitin's information theory 
We briefly recall some results from Chaitin's information theory; refer to [2] for 
details. In this part, a finite alphabet A is given. Any Turing machine with alphabet A
can be classically defined by a finite word of A*. 
Definition 1. The length of a Turing machine with alphabet A is the length of its 
defining word. 
Definition 2. The Kolmogorov's complexity [13] of a word w of A* is the shortest 
possible length for a Turing machine which produces w when starting from an empty 
tape. 
Definition 3. A word is said to be minimal (resp. algorithrnically reducible) if its 
Kolmogorov's complexity is greater (resp. strictly smaller) than its length. 
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Theorem 4. Most words are minimal. 
The proof is obtained by counting the number of Turing machines defined by a word 
of a given length. 
Theorem 5. In any formal system, only a finite number of  words can be proved to 
be minimal 
Proof (sketch). If there exists an infinite sequence of words whose minimality can be 
proved, we can let w be 'the first word which can be proved to be minimal and whose 
length is greater than a given N'. When formalizing this definition, we obtain, for a 
sufficiently large N, a Turing machine producing w from an empty tape and defined 
by a word of length less than N. This leads to a contradiction. [] 
1.2. Finite languages 
1.2.1. Reduction 
Remark 1. Through the usual binary representation, the integer numbers in the range 
[0..2 L - 1] are in one to one mapping with the words of {0, 1} L and both are consider 
identical. Similarly, the boolean values false and true will be identified with 0 and 1, 
respectively. 
Definition 6. A subset S of {0, 1 }L is called a finite language of order L. 
From now on, S denotes a finite language. 
Definition 7. The map 
{0, 1}L ---~ {0, 1} 
w ~-+wES 
is called the characteristic function of S and is denoted by Zs. 
Remark 2. The signals processed by our animal will be modeled by finite words of 
same length L. Under assumptions on sensors, the subset of signals acquired on food 
is a finite language S of order L and our problem is precisely the computation of Zs. 
Definition 8. The word (Zs(i))iC[O..2L_I] of {0, 1} 2L is called the word of S and is 
denoted by ws. 
Theorem 9. Let S be a finite language and F any Turing machine computing Zs. 
Using F as an oracle, we can build a Turing machine producing ws from an empty 
tape. Conversely, from any Turing machine producing Ws, we can obtain a Turing 
machine computing Xs. 
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Proof. (a) The program {for  i :  =0 to  2L-1 do wr:i.te(Zs(±)) } when formalized 
defines a Turing machine producing ws from an empty tape. 
(b) As ws is finite, the program {w: =ws; read( i )  ; wr i te(w[±] = 1)} when for- 
malized defines a Turing machine computing Zs. [] 
Corollary 10. For any finite language, a Turing machine exists recognizing it. 
Proof. Let S be a finite language. The word ws being finite, there exists a Turing 
machine producing it from an empty tape and we conclude by the previous theorem. [] 
Remark 3. So, Turing machines can compute an optimal behavior for our animal. The 
problem is that their memory is unbounded and we now examine what amount of space 
will be used. 
1.2.2. Complexity 
Proposition 11. Most finite languages of order L cannot be recognized by a Turing 
machine of length less than 2 L. Moreover, in a fixed formal system, this property for 
a given language of large order is either false or undecidable. 
Proof. The first part is obtained by Theorems 4 and 9. The second part is an immediate 
consequence of Theorem 5. [] 
Remark 4. The practical consequence of the previous proposition is that in most cases, 
despite our drastic simplifications, no implemented boolean function can compute an 
optimal behavior for our animal, the main obstacle being simply the fact that relatively 
very few finite languages can be recognized by a reasonable machine. For instance, 
the recognition of most finite languages of order 10 000 (modeling an eye by a square 
matrix of order 100) requires a memory space of at least 210000 bits which is much 
more than the estimated number of atoms (10 s°) in our universe. 
Not only realizable machines are unable to compute the optimal behavior but their 
numbers of errors are extremely high. The following result proves that no reasonable 
program can be significantly better than playing heads or tails. 
Proposition 12. Let L be an integer, w be a minimal word of length 2 L and Wa be 
a word of same length written from an empty tape by a Turing machine of length 
Ms <2L/12. Under those conditions, ]{i, w[i] ~ wa[i]}[ ~>2L/3. 
Proof. Let e = I{i, w[i] ¢ wa[i]}l and wa = {w[i] = Wa[i], i C [1..2L]}. The word wA can 
be described as a sequence of words of {0}* (resp. {1}*) terminated by a unique '1' 
(resp. '0'). Using, for instance, a four-letter alphabet encoded by {00,01,10,11}, we 
obtain two terminators '10' and '11' and Vk>l ,  2 k words of length 2k; so, 14 codes 
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of length ~< 6 are available for the 10 words '01 ', '001', . . . .  '000001', ' 10', . . . .  ' 111110' 
and any longer word can be compacted. 
Now, if e~<2L/3, to each occurrence of a short word such as '01 ' , '10 ' , '110' , . . .  
is associated an occurrence of a longer one such as '0..01'. Exchanging codes or 
compacting long words, we spare at least one character on the two words and w~ will 
119L letters. Consequently, w, described with Ms ÷ ~2 L <2 L be defined with less than ~ 
symbols, is not minimal. [] 
Corollary 13. Let S be a finite language of order L. I f  ws is minimal, then 2L/3 <~ ISI 
~< 2 L+I/3. 
Proof. Let w= '1..1'. As w is written by the short program {for i: =0 to 2L-1 do 
write c I'}, we know by the previous proposition that l{i,w[i] #ws[i]} 1 ~>2L/3 and 
ISI ~< 2L+I/3. The inequality ISI >~2L/3 is obtained by a comparison of Ws with '0..0'. [] 
2. Abstract mines 
2.1. Introduction 
Previous results could let us think that, when L is, for instance, greater than 10000, 
Turing machines are unable to compute our animal's behavior except in the very special 
case where S is carefully chosen between ones of  the actually recognizable languages, 
which are less than 2 l°8° among the 2 2L existing ones. But we will show that the critical 
factor is not the language but the sequence of words to recognize. We now detail our 
model. 
2.2. The recognition problem 
We first formalize the conveyor carrying different materials: 
Definition 14. An abstract mine 9~ of order L is a finite language S of order L 
together with an infinite sequence W= {wi}i~ of words of  {0, 1} L and a 5-tuple 
H = (~, r, 7, ~0, q~) E ]0, +cx~[ 5 of physical parameters described in the next paragraph. 
Our animal, which has only to look at the conveyor and to eat what seems good, is 
modeled as follows: 
Definition 15. An abstract animal 9.1 working a mine 93l = (S, W,H) is a system re- 
peating a loop {read(w) ; compute a dec is ion ;  eat  or wait}.  
Primitive animals seem to know instinctively what to do and we model them by 
conditioned animals: 
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Definition 16. An abstract animal 92 is said to be conditioned if its behavior is com- 
puted by a loop {read(w) ; i f  accept(w) then eat  e l se  wail;}. 
Evolved animals which learn from experiences are modeled by adaptive animals: 
Definition 17. An abstract animal 92 is said to be adaptive if its behavior is computed 
by a loop (read(w); i f  accept(w,mem) then eat(mem) else wait(mem)}. 
Remark 5. The variable mem reflects the inner state of the system, and proprioception 
can be used to compute it. 
2.3. Physical parameters 
Formalizing the needs of our animal, we describe its physical parameters (~, fl,7, 
~o, ~). 
2.3.1. Energy level 
In our biological world, living beings need energy and extract it from food. So, 
we introduce an energy level to model links between animals and their environments. 
This variable E, initialized at tp>0, must be kept above zero (E = 0 means death). 
It increases when our animal react to a word in S and decreases in any other situations; 
more precisely, its current value is computed at each step according to the following 
table: 
weS w~S 
Eat Ei+l =Ei Jr o~ El+ 1 =E i - fl 
Wait Ei+l =El - 7 Ei+l =Ei - 
2.3.2. Survival 
We now take an 'economical' point of view to study the survival problem. The 
construction of a system has a cost >~o and we can consider that E must reach the 
value of • to make the investment profitable. 
Definition 18. An abstract animal 92 working a mine ~ is said to solve the survival 
problem from time i if Ei = @, 3t > O, Ei+t >~ • and Vj E [0, t], Ei+j > O. 
A necessary condition to solve the survival problem is AE>0,  where AE is the 
expectation for the variation of E at each step. It depends on the frequency F of words 
from S in W and on our animal's efficiency. This one is classically estimated by the 
couple (p1,p2)6 [0, 1] where pl (resp. P2) is the expectation to react at a word in S 
(resp. not in S). Thus, we derive AE=F. (p l .~t - (1 -p l ) .7 ) - (1 -F ) . (pz . f l+(1 -P2) .7 ) -  
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Of course, according to the values chosen for the different parameters, the survival 
problem may appear as trivial (solved, for instance, when everything is eaten) or 
impossible. With a 'reasonable' choice, it must be solved if, and only if, pl is high 
and p2 is low. 
Example 19. Let H0 = (2.5,4, 0.7, 1000, 10000); with these values and F = 0.3, AE  = 
0.96.p l -2.31.p2-0.7 and survival is possible only when p l -p2  > 2. With pl = 0.9 and 
p2 = 0.05, the expected number of  cycles needed to reach <b is (~ - cp)/AE ___ 2 • 105. 
3. Mines' hierarchy 
3.1. Introduction 
In this section, we examine for each mine the best strategy to work it. As mentioned 
above, the important point is not the complexity of  S but the structure of W. Even 
when S is intractable, the survival problem can be easy and we summarize the different 
cases :  
1. I f  most appearing words belong to a small subset of {0, 1 }L, then a conditioned 
animal knowing only this subset will be able to solve the survival problem from 
any time. In such a case, there is no need for adaptation and the mine is said to 
be frozen. 
2. In some sequences, words have a life and appear frequently between their first and 
last occurrences. Consequently, to know a few words can be sufficient o survive 
during a more or less long period but the small subsets to be memorized can 
be different at different times. Such mines are said to evolve and lead to distinct 
methods. 
(a) I f  words have a long life relative to the cost of the animals, the best strategy will 
be to construct different conditioned animals adapted to their starting dates. In this 
case, the constructor is entirely in charge of the adaptation effort; the mine is said 
to be cool. 
(b) | f  words have a too short life, a conditioned animal will not have a sufficient useful 
life to make the investment of its construction profitable. The only way to work 
the mine is then to use an adaptive animal which will be able to adapt its own 
behavior. The mine is said to be hot. 
3. The last case is the one where W has no structure. In front of such a chaotic mine, 
no digital machine can solve the survival problem. 
Remark 6. There are more constraints to generate the sequence W of a frozen mine 
or a cool one than to generate the sequence of a hot or chaotic mine. So, as shown in 
Fig. 1, there are relatively few frozen and cool mines. 
We now detail our definitions and give some examples for L = 10 000. 




Fig. 1. The mines' scale of complexity. 
3.2. Frozen mines 
These mines are the 'easiest' ones to work. In our context, easy means with a 
reasonable memory size and we choose the value of  L 2 as an upper bound. 
Definition 20. An abstract mine 93/ is said to be frozen if there exists a conditioned 
animal 9.I using a memory size smaller than L 2 and solving the survival problem from 
any time. 
Of course, if S can be recognized by a shortly defined digital machine a correct 
behavior can be easily computed: 
Example 21. Let S1 be the subset '10 'x{0,  1} L-2 of  {0, 1} L and W1 be written by the 
following indeterministic program: 
repeat indefinitely { 
_/* feeding loop,/ for i :=1 to 3 do write w chosen in Sl; 
_/* waiting loop*/ ~or i :=1 to 7 do write w chosen in 
{0, 1 }L\S1 }. 
Proposition 22. Let 1Io denote the physical parameters of  Example 19. The mine 
911/1 = (S1, W1, H0) is frozen. 
ProoL Let 9.I~ be an abstract animal with the following program: 
repeat {read(w); if w[l] ='i' and w[2] ='0' then eat else wait}. 
Its behavior being optimal, the energy level of  9.11 decreases by 7 * y -- 4.9 during the 
waiting loop and increases by 3 * ~ = 7.5 during the feeding one. It remains greater than 
0 and grows by 2.6 at each repetition of  both the loops. So, the survival problem is 
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solved from any time by an animal which can be obviously implemented on a memory 
space smaller than 10 s bits. [] 
As mentioned above, the survival problem can be easy even when ws is minimal: 
Example 23. Let $2 be a finite language such that ws2 is minimal, w0 be a word in 
the complement of $2 and W2 be written by the following indeterministic program: 
repeat indefinitely { 
_/, feeding loop*/  for i :=1  to 60 do write w chosen in S2; 
_/ ,wait ing loop*/  
__for i := l  to 133 do write w0; 
__for i: =I to 7 do write w chosen in{O,l}L\s2; 
}. 
Proposition 24. The mine ~J~2 ~-(82, W2,//o) is frozen. 
Proof. Let 9/2 be an abstract animal with the following program: 
repeat{read(w) ;if w~w0 then eat else wait}. 
The energy level of 9.[ 2 decreases by 133 • 7 + 7 • fl = 121.1 during the waiting loop 
and increases by 60 * == 150 during the feeding one. It remains greater than 0 and 
grows by 28.9 at each repetition of both the loops. So, the survival problem is solved 
from any time by an animal implemented on less than 108 bits. [] 
3.3. Evolvin9 mines 
Frozen mines can be worked indefinitely using the same shortly defined boolean 
function. We now introduce mines that can be worked with a reasonable memory but 
only if different decision functions are used at different imes. In the following example, 
words to recognize are progressively replaced by new ones. 
Example 25. Let WN,,N2 be written by the following indeterministic program where 
Aw is an array[1..140] of words and Ab is an array[1..200] of boolean variables: 
for i: =I to 140 do Aw[i]: =i ~ word (in lexicographic order) 
in{0,1}L\S2; 
k :=140; l := l ;  
repeat indefinitely{l 
_ repeat Nltimes {2 
__ Set 60 randomly chosen elements of Ab to true and the 
others ones to false; j :=l;  
__ for i := l  to 200 do {3 
___ if Ab[i] then {write i m word in S2; i: =(I+I) rood IS12} 
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___ else {4write Aw[j]; j :=3+i}4 }3}2 
_ for i := l  to N 2 do Aw[(k+i)mod 140]: =(k+i) ~ word 
in {O,I}L\S2; 
_ k: =k+N2 mod[{0, I}L\S21}I. 
Remark 7. According to the values of N1 and N2, different cases may arise. We study 
them: 
3.3.1. Cool mines 
Definition 26. An abstract mine 93/is said to be cool if it is not frozen but for any i, 
there exists a conditioned animal 9I using a memory size smaller than L 2 and solving 
the survival problem from time i. 
Proposition 27. The mine 9313 =(S% W50,1,H0) is cool. 
ProoL Let lla be an abstract animal with the following program where {2 is a set of 
words: 
repeat {read(w); if w~2 then eat else wait}. 
We choose for I2 the current value at time i of {Aw[j], j - -  1..140}. As N2 = 1, the 
number of mistakes during each loop2 starts from 0 or 1 and increases by 1 at each 
lOOpl. So, Pl = 1 and P2 remains less than 0.05 during at least 7.N1 loops2; during 
each of these loops, in the worst case, the energy level of 91a first decreases constantly 
but by less than 133 *7 + 7 * f l= 121.1 and anyway increases globally by more than 
28.9. It remains greater than 0 and is more than 10 000 after 350 loops. So, the survival 
problem is solved from time i. Moreover, space requirements are essentially the ones 
to memorize f2 which are _~ 350. L < 108. [] 
Remark 8. The array Aw is frequently modified but, 91a being conditioned, the set f2 
remains unchanged and the corresponding animal does not solve the survival problem 
from any time. Consequently, specific animals with different knowledge must be used 
to work 93/3 at different imes. 
3.3.2. Hot mines 
We now examine what happens if the words to recognize are replaced more fre- 
quently. 
Proposition 28. Let Hh =(2.5,5, 1, 1000,2 L) and 9324 =($2, WI,I,Hh). For any i, no 
conditioned animal implemented on less than L 2 bits can solve the survival problem 
from time i. 
Proof. During each loop2, the energy level increases by less than 60.  ~-  140.7 = 10. 
Consequently, more than 2 9996 loops are needed to reach 4, and all the words of 
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{0, 1} L will appear. We know by Corollary 13 that the numbers of words of $2 is 
less than 2L+1/3. So, when all the words of $2 have been written, all the words of 
its complement have been written once and some twice. Discarding mistakes on the 
words written twice, the following lower bound for the variation of the energy level 
is obtained: 
* plc¢-- P2/~-- -- Pl -- P2 7 = * 3.5" 
3 3 
pl - -4"p2- -  ~) .  
As the available memory space is smaller than L 2, Proposition 12 applies and we con- 
elude that pl - P2 ~< 2. So, the previous lower bound is less than 2t+1/3 * (-0.5 * p2 - 
) < -2  L-1 and E < 1000-2 L-1 < 0. A shortly implemented conditioned animal cannot 
work 9~4. [] 
Remark 9. Proposition 12 applies only when all the words in {0, 1} L have been sub- 
mitted to the decision mechanism. This fact explains the very high value chosen for 4,. 
We could have reduced it but with a longer proof using the fact that a subword of a 
minimal word is minimal. 
When they catch something, biological animals can taste it to know if they were 
right when running after. So, we introduce a boolean function z modeling taste and 
accessed by abstract animals only when they eat. Using memory and taste, an adaptive 
animal can work 9314. 
Proposition 29. There exists an adaptive animal work&g the mine ~4 which & 
implemented on less than L 2 bits and solves the survival problem at any time. 
Proof. Let 9/4 be an abstract animal with the following program where mem is a file 
(fifo structure) of words: 
repeat { 
_ read(w) ; 
if w6mem then wait 
_ else { 
__ eat; 
__ if not(~(w)) then put w in mem; 
/* Cbad' words are memor ized */ 
__ if mem contains more than 140 words then push out 
the oldest one}}. 
During the first loop2, ~4 eats everything and memorizes 140 'bad' words. Its energy 
level decreases by 140 * f l -60 * ~ = 416. During each following loops2, 140 bad 'words' 
are written; as N~ = N2 = 1, 139 among them have been written during the previous loop 
and one is new. So, 9.I4 eats and memorizes only one bad word and its energy level 
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increases by 60 • ~ - fl - 139 • 7 = 1. Consequently, E remains greater than 0 and is 
more than • after 4~ loops. Moreover, the memory containing only the program and 
140 words of  length L is smaller than L 2 bits. [] 
Remark 10. Our adaptive animal cannot survive without the continuous adjunction of  
new words to its database. Consequently, its implementation on a reasonable machine 
implies the removal of  obsolete memories. This oblivion mechanism appears as the 
key to adaptation. 
The mine 9"J~ 4 gives an example of  mines that can be worked only by adaptive 
animals. We define them more precisely. 
Definition 30. An abstract mine is said to be hot if, for any i, there exists an adaptive 
animal but no conditioned ones solving the survival problem from time i and using a 
memory smaller than L 2 bits. 
3.4. Chaotic mines 
Definition 31. A mine 9J/ is said to be chaotic if Vi, no animal implemented on less 
than L 2 bits solves the survival problem at time i. 
Proposition 32. The mine 9915 =($2, Wt,(2,5, 1.5,600,2L)) where Wt is written by the 
program {repeat{ for  i :=0  to  2 L - 1 wr i te  i}} is chaotic. 
Proof. By Corollary 13, we know that with an optimal behavior the energy level 
increases during a loop by less than (2L/3)(2c~- 7 )<2 L and several loops must be 
completed before E reaches 4. We implement an animal on a Turing machine with 
alphabet {0, 1}, a central unit of  size Ms<L 2 and two tapes of  bounded lengths. A 
first one of length L represents the external sensors and a second one of length L 2 -Ms  
implements memory and proprioception. As Wt is trivial, the program encoded in the 
central unit can be slightly modified to write i on the first tape and then to process 
it on the second one. So, the behavioral sequence during a loop is entirely defined 
by the program encoded in the central unit and the word written on the second tape 
at its beginning. Each behavioral sequence may be computed by a Turing machine of  
size less than L 2 + L. Proposition 12 applies and leads to the inequality pl - P2 ~< 2. 
Consequently, the variation of  energy level during a loop is 2L- l . (pl .a - P2.fl - (2 - 
pl - P2).7)= 2L-l.(3.5.pl - 3.5.p2 - 3)~< - 2L/3 and the survival problem cannot be 
solved. [] 
Remark 11. By Proposition 12, an abstract animal working 9~5 needs at least 2L/12 
bits of  memory to solve the survival problem. Such a space appears as totally unrea- 
sonable. 
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Remark 12. The notion of evolving mines is closely related to the concept of minimal 
word. As a long word cannot be proved to be minimal, the status of a given mine, if 
not frozen, remains undecidable. 
4. Boolean constructors 
4.1. Introduction 
After a drastic simplification, biological environments are formalized by our abstract 
mines. In this last part, we suppose that hot mines give the more realistic 'model and 
we examine how a realizable digital machine can solve the survival problem. 
In contrast o our purely abstract examples, comparing a new picture with previous 
ones leads often to a correct decision in our biological world. So, the machine will 
compute a difference between words. As our theoretical study does not give us any 
idea upon the choice of an efficient comparison function, we formalize it in a very 
general way: 
Definition 33. A map 
I~ x I~1 -~ ~1 
d: 
( i , j )  , > d( i , j )  
such that d( i , j )=O if and only if i= j  and that V( i , j ) ,d ( i , j )=d( j , i )  is called a 
pseudo-distance. 
In front of a hot mine, even with an optimal pseudo-distance, rrors cannot be 
avoided and the best strategy will be to detect and correct them. 2 Consequently, a 
simple correction mechanism ust be implemented and a possible solution is to decide 
a word according to its nearest neighbor in a set of known examples and counter- 
examples. With such a method, errors are corrected simply by adding mistaken words 
to the database. 
When this correction mechanism is used, the number of examples grows unreason- 
ably and the memory overflows. So, heuristics must be used to reduce the database. 
Of course, the deletion of examples increases the risk of errors but we introduce a first 
method which is optimal from that point of view. Unfortunately, it delays the memory 
overflow but cannot avoid it and a second heuristic must be added. 
The last problem is that our animal spends more time to choose the examples to 
trash than to compute its behavior. As days and nights alternate in a biological world, 
an interesting solution can be to compute the behavior during the days and to reduce 
the database during the nights. 
2 Errare humanum est, perseverare diabolicum. 
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The correction mechanism is detailed in the next subsection and the first reduction 
heuristic in the following one. The third subsection gives a model of an abstract animal 
able to work a hot 'realistic' mine. 
4.2. Correcting mistakes 
We introduce a correction mechanism and prove that it leads to an optimal behavior 
when implemented on a Turing machine with an unbounded learning time. Then, we 
examine how it can be used by a realizable computer. 
4.2.1. Turing machines 
We consider an abstract animal implemented by a Turing machine and working an 
abstract mine (S, W,I-I) with a non-trivial anguage S (neither S nor its complement 
are empty) and an unbounded value of the initial energy ~o. Using the feedback control 
implemented by taste to identify errors, we construct a boolean function recognizing S. 
Definition 34. The following animal, whose data Ex is an array[false..true] of two sets 
of numbers in the range [0..2 L - 1], is called the d-based simply constructed animal: 
/* initializing */ 
read(i); eat; while z(i) do{read(i); eat} Ex[false]:={i}; 
while not z(i) do{read(i);eat} Ex[true]:={i}; 
/, learning: everything is tried ,/ 
repeat X times { 
_ read(i); eat; 
_ prediction:= 
(Min(d(i,j),j EEx[true]) ~<Min(d(i,j),j EEx[false])) ; 
_ if prediction~r(i) then Ex[z(i)]:=Ex[z(i)]U{i}} 
/, working */ 
repeat indefinitely { read(i); 
_ if ((Min(d(i,j) ,j EEx[true]) ~<Min(d(i,j) ,j EEx[false])) 
then eat else wait}. 
Theorem 35. With a sufficiently large value of X, the behavior of the simply con- 
structed animal is optimal. 
Proof. We restrict ourselves to the words appearing infinitely many times. The number 
of mistakes on a given word is at most one and the total number of errors is at 
most 2 L. So, an algorithm recognizing S is obtained after a finite learning time. [] 
Remark 13. An interesting point is that this result applies to any pseudo-distance. Of
course, a correct choice of d can reduce the number of errors and consequently the 
length of the database but, under the evolving mines assumption, this one remains 
extremely large anyway. 
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The following proposition shows that it is not so easy to decide when learning has 
come to an end. 
Proposition 36. A word correctly decided at its first occurrences can be mistaken 
later. 
Proof. To simplify the proof, we suppose that W is written by the program: 
repeat {for i:=0 to 2L-1 do write(i)}. 
Let e0 (resp. co) be the initializing example (resp. counterexample) and let e belong 
to S. We suppose that 
3c~S,e <c,d(e,c)<Min(d(e,i), i  ES\  {e} ) <~d(e, o)<Min(d(e,i),i ~S, i¢c) ,  
3# E S, c < e', d(e, e' ) < Min(d(c, i), i ~ S, i ¢ c) <~ d(e, co ) < Min(d(c, i), i E S\ {e, e'} ). 
d(e', cO) < Min(d(e', i), i C S\  {e, e'} ). 
Under these conditions, the first predictions are correct on e and c but not on e' which 
is immediately memorized. During the second loop, the prediction on e remains correct 
but, as d(c,#)<Min(d(c , i ) , i~S, i¢c) ,  c is memorized. As d(e,c)<Min(d(e, i ) , icS\  
{e}),e is memorized after the third prediction upon it. [] 
4.2.2. Realizable machines 
With a fixed learning time, the previous constructor can be implemented on a realiz- 
able machine. The constructed behavior will certainly not be optimal but can be good 
enough to work a cool mine. 
Definition 37. The d-based bounded time constructed animal with learning time T is 
the algorithm: 
/* initializing ,/ 
read(i);eat; while z(i) do {read(i);eat} Ex[false]:={i}; 
while not z(i) do {read(i);eat} Ex[true]:={i}; 
/, learning ,/ 
for t:=l to T do 
{read(i);eat; 
__ prediction: = 
(Min(d(i,j) ,j EEx[true]) ~Min(d(i,j) ,j CEx[false])) ; 
__ if predictionCz(i) then Ex[z(i)]:=Ex[z(i)]©{i};} 
/* working */ 
repeat indefinitely{ read(i); if ((Min(d(i,j),j CEx[true]) 
~Min(d(i,j),jEEx[false])) then eat else wait}. 
Proposition 38. The decision procedure constructed by the animal uses for its data- 
base a space smaller than LT and gives an answer in time O(DT) where D is an 
upper bound for the computation of d. 
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Proof. As the database contains at most T numbers in the range [0..2 L - 1], its length 
is less than LT. The computation of d(i, j)  requires a time in O(D) and the computation 
of the minima requires less than T computations of a pseudo-distance. The answer is 
obtained in time O(DT). [] 
Remark 14. Constructed animals are not algorithms recognizing S but formalize both 
the design and use of such functions. They can rely on many different pseudo-distances 
implemented on many different hardwares; interesting examples are given by neural 
networks [3] and especially Kohonen self-organizing memories [6]. 
Proposition 39. Bounded time constructed animals cannot work a hot mine. 
Proof. The database is no more modified after learning; consequently, the final decision 
procedure can be implemented directly by a conditioned animal. [] 
4.3. Removing examples 
With a sufficient learning time, the previous method reduces the number of errors 
but requires a too large database. When facing a hot mine, heuristics must be used to 
remove examples. The following one relies on the fact that new examples may help 
to decide old ones correctly. 
Memorized words are pushed out one after another from the database and processed 
as new input words. This virtual decision can be either right or wrong. In the first 
case, further occurrences will not be mistaken and the example is trashed; in the 
second one, it returns to the database. We study this mechanism on a Turing machine 
with unbounded space and learning time. 
4.3.1. Turing machines 
Let ~J~6 ~-(S, mt, 1]) be an abstract mine with a non-trivial anguage S and an un- 
bounded value of the initial energy ~o. The sequence Wt defined in the previous ection 
is written by the program {for  i :=0 to 2L-1 do wr i te  i}. 
We study the following animal working 93/6 whose data Ex is an array [false..true] 
of files of numbers in the range [0..2 L - 1]: 
/ ,  initializing */ 
read(i); eat; while z(i) do {read(i);eat} 
add i to Ex[false]; 
while not z(i) do {read(i);eat;} add i to Ex[true]; 
repeat until error=O and reduction=O 
/, learning ,/ 
error:=O; 
_ repeat until i=O /, read numbers loop from 0 to 2L-1 */ 
_{ read(i); eat; 
__ prediction:= 
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(Min(d(i,j) ,j CExEtrue]) ~Min(d(i , j )  ,j CEx[false])) ; 
__ if predict ionCz(i)  then 
{error:=error+l; add i to Exit(i)]}} 
/, optimizing ,/ 
_ reduction: =0; 
_for b:=false to true do 
__ for k:=l to length(Ex[b]) do 
__{ push out the end of Ex[b] and affect it to i; 
___ prediction : = 
(Min(d(i,j) ,j EEx[true]) ~<Min(d(i,j) ,j EEx[false])) ; 
___ if pred ict ionCb then add i to Ex[b] 
else reduction:=reduction+l}} 
/* working ,/ 
repeat indefinitely 
{ read(i) ;if (Min(d( i , j ) , jEEx[true])~Min(d( i , j ) , jEEx[false]))  
then eat else wait}. 
Lemma 40. A same word can be memorized only a finite number of times. 
Proof. When a word k is added to (resp. deleted from) Ex[b], the taste of its nearest 
neighbor in Ex is opposite (resp. equal) to b. I f  a word i is memorized and deleted 
infinitely many times, the range [0..2 L - 1] being finite, at least one word j is infinitely 
many times a nearest neighbor of i when it is memorized and we restrict us to a 
subsequence where i is memorized with j as its nearest neighbor. Now, when i is 
deleted, either j has been deleted or not. We first suppose that, infinitely many times, 
j remains present in Ex; in that case, a same word i' is infinitely many times a nearest 
neighbor of i when deleted and i r has to be removed before i can be memorized again. 
So i r enters Ex after i and, infinitely many times, a same word jr is its nearest neighbor; 
consequently, d(i', j '  ) < d(i, i' ) ~< d(i, j ) .  
We now suppose that, infinitely many times, j has been removed with a same word 
/ as nearest neighbor. The word jr must be deleted before j can be memorized and jr 
always follows j in the file. So, a same i r is, infinitely many times, a nearest neighbor 
of j '  and d(ir,j ') <...d(j,/) <d(i,j). 
Iterating the process, we can construct an infinite sequence of couples (4,jn)n~N, 
such that Vn E N, d(4+l,  jn+ l ) < d(in, jn ). The pseudo-distance d being discrete, this re- 
sult leads to a contradiction. [] 
Theorem 41. After its finite learning time, the behavior of the constructed animal is 
optimal. 
Proof. By the previous lemma. [] 
Proposition 42. The obtained decision algorithm may be considered as optimal in 
space when the word encoding its database is large but minimal. 
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ProoL We suppose that the database is defined by a minimal word of  length ld. The 
taste r can be implemented by any Turing machine recognizing S. Consequently, any 
such machine can be used to construct he database, and its length is at least ld. 
Conversely, the length of the obtained algorithm is equal to ld added to some constant 
and so is close to the optimum when ld is large. [] 
Remark 15. The set of memorized examples is minimal in the sense that if a word 
is removed it will be mistaken. Following the previous proposition, compressing its 
words will certainly reduce the database more efficiently than a sophistication of  d. 
4.3.2. Realizable machines 
We now study the implementation of the previous animal on a realizable machine. 
A too long learning time is uninteresting but a bounded one does not really make sense 
in that case. So, the algorithm shall be used during its construction though its aim is to 
avoid expensive accesses to the taste which are compulsory at that time. Our strategy 
will be to react and access taste only when it is expected good. With such a method, 
mistakes upon words not in S are corrected but not the ones upon unrecognized words 
of  S. The problem is then to melt exploitation and exploration and a solution is given 
by the use of  the energy level as a confidence measure of  how much the constructed 
model can be trusted. 
Definition 43. With both external sensors (modeling sight or smell) and internal ones 




{ repeat  T t imes 
_ { read( i ) ;  
__ compute the  neares t  ne ighbor  j of  i ;  
__ i f  ~( j )  or  energy  leve l  too  low then 
__ { eat ;  i f  ~( i )  #z  ( j )  then add i to  the  database}} 
_ Opt imize database} .  
Remark 16. The default reaction, in the case where i has several nearest neighbors 
some ones in the file of examples and some others in the file of  counterexamples, will 
be to eat. 
Remark 17. Proposition 42 shows that the pseudo-distance d should be shortly defined 
and quickly computed. Using such a pseudo-distance and an efficient method to com- 
press the database, the expectation to use an optimal space seems reasonable, especially 
if we take into account he fact that only real time computations are possible. 
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Proposition 44.  In front of a hot mine, the database will grow unreasonably. 
Proof. We only take into account he numbers read infinitely many times. The proof 
of Lemma 40 still applies. So, after a long but finite time, the database will no more 
be modified and a correct (but not always optimal) behavior will be obtained. I f  it 
uses a space smaller than L 2, it can be implemented by a conditioned animal and the 
mine is frozen. [] 
Even with an optimal comparison method, the memory of our animal will overflow 
when facing a hot mine. So, another heuristic must be introduced to remove more 
words. 
4.4. Bounded space constructed animals 
The main advantage of the previous optimizing procedure is that it does not auto- 
matically increase the number of errors on further occurrences of past events. However, 
it appears as insufficient when facing a hot mine and more examples have to be sac- 
rificed. Of course, the way to choose them is strongly linked with the structure of W. 
A 'realistic' method could be to count the number of utilizations of  each example in 
the last cycles and to trash the less used ones. 
4.4.1. Algorithm 
Definition 45. The following animal is called the d-based bounded space constructed 
animal. To each memorized word is added a mark, and the database Ex is an ar- 
ray[false..true] of two files of records containing a word in {0, 1} L and an integer 
encoded on L/IO bits. 
In i t ia l ize database ; 
Kepeat indef in i te ly  
{~ repeat T t imes 
_ {2read(i) ; 
__ compute the nearest  ne ighbor  j of i; 
__ if T(j) or energy level too low then 
__ {~ eat; 
___ if ~(i)----T(j) then increment the mark of j in Ex 
___ else {4add (i,init) to Ex[~(i)] 4 }3}2} 
_ for b:=false to true do 
__ for k:=l to length(Ex[b])  do 
--{5 push out the end of Ex[b] and affect it to (i,mark); 
___ decrement (mark) ; 
___ compute the nearest  neighbor j of i; 
___ if ~( j )~b then add (i,mark) to Ex[b]~} 
_ While length(Ex)>0.9 .L -T  do remove one of the less marked 
elements in Ex,}. 
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Proposition 46. The memory space used to encode Ex is smaller than L 2 bits. 
Proof. During a loop1, at most T words enter the database and the removing procedure 
reduces its length to 0.9L - T. So, the length is less than 0.9L and the required space 
is smaller than 0.9L • (L + L/IO)<<.L 2. [] 
4.4.2. Implementation 
During each loop~, less than 0.9LT values of d are required by the behavior com- 
putation and more than (0.9L - T) 2 by the reduction process. The cost of this last one 
may appear as too high except if days and nights alternate. In such a case, modeled 
by a conveyor which stops regularly, the database can be optimized during the night 
and, moreover, the same hardware can be used for both processes which rely mainly 
on the computation of d. 
To illustrate its behavior, we prove that the bounded space constructed animal based 
on the discrete distance b (defined by 
b(x ,y )=(~ ifx=Yifx~y) 
is able to work 9J/2, ~J~3 or ~4.  
Proposition 47. With T=200 and a sufficient delay to reduce its database, the 
b-based bounded space constructed animal solves the survival problem when work- 
ing 92il2, 9~3 or ~}~4. 
Proof. Relative to the discrete distance, any word in the database is a nearest neighbor 
of an external one. So, according to Remark 16, unknown words are always tried. 
In front of 9J/2, w0 is mistaken and memorized at its first occurrence. Further oc- 
currences are sufficiently frequent to avoid oversight and, consequently, the behavior 
is the one of 9.12. 
In front of 93/3, 140 bad words are mistaken and memorized uring the first 'day'  
and the energy level decreases by 140 • fl = 560. The mark of any memorized word, 
incremented each day and decremented each night, remains constant during NI loops2. 
As 8800 words can be stored in the database, the more recent ones are not removed. 
So during each day except he first one, only one bad word is mistaken and memorized. 
Consequently, the behavior is better than the one of 9.1o. 
In front of 9J/4, the behavior is exactly the one of 9.I4. [] 
Remark 18. When compared to 9.1o, our bounded space constructed animal presents 
some disadvantages. On the one hand, its database management requires more space and 
time; on the other, its energy level falls down when it starts and should be initialized 
at a higher value. But we cannot expect a general purpose system to be as efficient in 
a precise context than a specifically designed one. 
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4.4.3. Investment 
To estimate the cost of an abstract animal, its initial energy level must be added 
to its construction price. For a conditioned animal, the initial energy level q~ is rela- 
tively low but its constructor must spend time to design an effÉcient program. On the 
contrary, bounded space constructed animals can be inefficient during a long time and 
require a high value for ~0, but their initial programs are quite simple and inexpensive. 
So the cost of a bounded space constructed animal is not very different from the one 
of a conditioned animal. However, in an industrial context where animals are mas- 
sively produced, conditioned animals' program is designed only once, whereas each 
adaptive animal needs its high initial level of energy. So, when facing frozen or cool 
mines, conditioned animals appear as more interesting. The construction of adaptive 
species able to work a hot mine implies an expensive investment which will be made 
profitable only after a long delay. Such mines appear clearly as the last step before 
chaotic ones. 
5. Conclusion 
The correct strategy to work a mine (or to solve a recognition problem) depends 
on its status. On the one hand, to design a complex program taking into account 
every imagined possible situations eems quite natural. This method is optimal in front 
of a frozen or cool mine but leads to death in front of a hot one. On the other 
hand, the behavior of our bounded space constructed animals is totally surprising. 
Not only youngsters remain inefficient for a long time but also these systems must 
frequently break links with their environments o reduce their database. To use them 
seems ridiculous but they are able to work hot mines and curiously offer the best 
chance of success from an abstract mathematical point of view. 
The concept of evolving mine, which presents imilarity with the principle of 'life 
at the edge of chaos' [8], gives an explanation for the emergence of adaptive species 
instead of sophisticated conditioned ones. It proves that in order to solve complex 
survival problems, abstract animals need appetite and taste to identify and correct heir 
errors and must alternate search of food with database reorganization. So, oblivion 
appears as a fundamental necessity instead of a consequence of entropy, and this is 
our main practical result. 
The actual conception of a bounded space constructed animal is shared on different 
levels. The choice of the correct pseudo-distance is devoted to the designer and the 
construction of its complex database to the system itself. On the first point, upon 
which our theoretical study gives no idea, genetic programming and neural networks 
look interesting and complementary. 
To simulate the behavior of an evolved animal was known to be complex. We 
hope that the present paper will help to understand more precisely the nature of this 
complexity and how it can be faced. 
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